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Integral representations for Markov systems have been given under various 
hypotheses. It is shown that two of these representations do not hold in general, 
and an improved version is given which is more general than existing results. The 
proof is based on a number of new results concerning weak Markov systems which 
may be of independent interest. 0 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Let M be a subset of the real line [w of cardinality ~PZ + 2, 
F(M) = {f: M-, rW}, fO, fi ,..., fn~ F(M) and Ui= span{& ,..., fi> for 
i = 0, l,..., n. &,..., f, is called a (weak) CebySev system-and U, is called a 
(weak) Haar space-iff for no f~ U,\(O) there exist points lo,..., t, + 1 E M 
with to< ... <t,+, and (-l)if(ti)20 ((-l)if(ti)>O) for i= 
0, i,..., n + 1. An equivalent formulation is that det(fi(tj)) has strictly 
(weakly) constant sign for every choice to,..., t, E M with to < . . . < t, (see 
t-101). 
j&..,fn is called a (weak) Markov system ifff,,...,s. is a (weak) CebySev 
system for i = 0, l,..., n. If, in addition, f0 E 1, we speak of a normed (weak) 
Markov system. 
In 1965, Rutman [2] gave the following integral representation for nor- 
med Markov systems with only hints of the proof: 
THEOREM 1. If M is an open interval and U,, is spanned by a normed 
Markov system of right-continuous functions, there exists a basis go,..., g, of 
U, and right-continuous strictly increasing functions We,..., w, E F(M) and 
c E M such that for all x E ii4 one has 
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g,(x) = IX If'. . . I"' dw,(t,). . . dw,(t,). 
c(' c 
It was observed by the author (see [3]) and independently by Zalik [6] 
that there are counterexamples to Theorem 1. Zalik [6] gave a more com- 
plicated integral representation under weaker hypotheses. His proof is 
based on a well-known Gauss kernel approximation for Markov systems 
by smooth Markov systems for which Rutman’s representation holds. 
However, there are counterexamples to this representation, too, as will be 
shown in the next section. 
Our main result is a corrected version of this integral representation 
which at the same time is more general in that it requires weaker 
hypotheses on M and holds for a wide class of weak Markov systems. Our 
proof does not use the Gauss kernel approximation but is based on several 
new properties of weak Markov systems some of which are analogous to 
the relative differentiability of Markov systems derived in [9]. 
1. AN EXAMPLE 
We start with a 
DEFINITION. A4 has property (B) if it has no smallest or largest element 
and if for each pair x,yEM with x<y there is a zeA4 with x<z<y. In 
[6], essentially the following result is stated: 
THEOREM 2. Let M be a nondenumerable set with property (B) and 
c E M. Let U, be spanned by a normed Markov system. 
(a) Then there exist a basis g,,,..., g, of U,, a subset B of M such that 
M‘\B is denumerable, a strictly increasing function h E F(M) and strictly 
increasing functions w, ,..., W,E F((inf h(M), sup h(M)) with wi(h(c)) =O, 
i=l ,..., n, such that for all x E B one has 
640/44,u -3 
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g,= 1 
Moreover, the wjs are uniquely determined a.e. by h, g,,..., g,. 
(b) If, in addition, M is a dense subset of an open interval, one may 
choose h(x) = x for x E M. 
Statement (b) implies that Rutman’s result is correct for all but 
denumerably many points of M. We consider the following 
EXAMPLE. Let a normed Markov system on M = [w be defined by 
f1(t)= t for t<l 
=t+l for tzl 
f&l=; for t<l 
_ (t+ I)* 
2 
for tll 
After multiplication with suitable constants we have 
g1= @I +f1 and g2 = P + rf1 +f2 for some c1, /?, y E R. 
According to Theorem 2, we choose h(x) = x and c =O. The integral 
representation implies tl = /I = 0, so g, = f, , 
fz(x)=j;( -7+SOldw*(fZ))dw~(fl). 
and 
WI(t) = t for t<l 
=t+l for t>l’ 
dw,(l)= 1. 
From f;(x) = w,(x) for x # 1 follows y = 0, so g, = f2 and w*(x) = wr(x) for 
x# 1. As w1 and w2 are strictly increasing, we have w,(l), w,(l)~ { 1, 2). 
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But this implies 
f*(x) = j; 1; dw*(t2) dw,(t,) =1; w*(t) dw,(t) 
X2 
=- 
2 
for x<l 
(x+1)= 1 =--- 2 2 for x21, if w=(l)= 1 
(x+1)= 1 
=2+z for xl 1, if w*(l) = 2. 
So we get a contradiction for every x 2 1, i.e., for a nondenumerable set 
of points. The reason why Theorem 2 does not hold is that jump discon- 
tinuities like the one considered 
repeated Riemann integrations. 
cannot be dealt with appropriately by 
2. RESULTS 
We shall call a weak Haar space U c F(M) nondegenerate iff for every 
UEM, the spaces UIC--co,ojnM and UI Ca,mJ n M have the same dimension as 
U.’ A weak Markov system fO,f, ,...,f, E F(M) is called nondegenerate iff 
U, is nondegenerate (this implies that each Ui, 05 ign, is nondegenerate). 
If U c F(M) is a nondegenerate Haar space of positive dimension, one 
obviously has inf M 4 IV, sup Mq! M. Our main result is 
THEOREM 3. Let fo, f, ,..., f, E F(M) be a nondegenerate normed weak 
Markov system. Then there exists a basis go,..., g, of U,, a strictly increasing 
function h E F(M), continuous increasing functions w1 ,..., w, defined on J: = 
(inf h(M), sup h(M)) an d c E J such that for all x E M we have 
go= 1 
gl(x) = jhcx) dw,(t,) 
c 
g,(x)=6”;‘~“...I”-‘dw,(t,)...dw,(t,). 
c c 
(*) 
’ Our definition of degeneracy is slightly different from the definition used by Zwick [ll]. 
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COROLLARY 3. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 3 be fulfilled, A c M a set 
with property (B) and fo, f, ,..., f, a normed Markov system on A. Then the 
Wl >..., w, from Theorem 3 may be chosen such that their restrictions to A are 
strictly increasing. 
Remarks. (1) Even if M is an open interval and fo, f, ,..., f,, a Markov 
system we cannot assume h to be the identity function. 
(2) It is easy to show that if g,, gr,..., g, have a representation (*), 
where h and wr,..., w, have the properties stated in Corollary 3’ 
(Theorem 3), they form a normed (weak) Markov system on M (see [7]). 
(3) If M does not contain inf M, sup M, any (weak) Haar space in 
F(M) has a (weak) Markov basis (see [7,5], also [lo]). 
(4) Any Markov system fo,..., n f may be transformed into a normed 
Markov system by division by fo. 
(5) Cebysev systems defined on arbitrary totally ordered sets may be 
transformed to equivalent systems defined on subsets of R. This transfor- 
mation preserves property (B) (see [4] ). 
(6) Zalik has communicated a different proof of Theorem 3 based on a 
new embedding property of weak Haar spaces [8]. 
For the proof of Theorem 3, we need some notations and a number of 
auxiliary results. For ke N, let d,(M)= {(fl,..., tk)E &fk 1 t, < *.. < tk). 
DEFINITION. An f EF(M) has a strong oscillation of length k iff there 
exist (ti,..., tk)Edk(M) and he {-f, f} such that 
h(t,)<h(t,)>h(t,)<h(t,)> . . . . 
The following is a generalization of a theorem of Zwick [12], which in 
turn is a generalization of Theorem 8.8 in [lo]: 
LEMMA 1. Let so,..., f E F(M) be linearly independent with f. = 1. Then 
the following properties are equivalent: 
(a) fO,..., f,, is a (normed) weak Markov system. 
(b) No f 6 U,, has a strong oscillation of length n + 2. 
Proof (b) * (a) By Theorem 8.3 in [lo] there exist normed i-dimen- 
sional spaces Vi, i= l,..., n, with V, c V, c ... c V, c U, such that no 
f E Vi has a strong oscillation of length i + 1. Each V, is a weak Haar space. 
(a) + (b) For n = 0 the statement is trivial. 
n-l*n. Suppose there exist an h E U,\U,- i and (to,..., t,+ ,) E 
d,+AW withh(t,)<h(t,)>h(t,)<h(t,)> .... Let W= UnI{fo2...,r.+,p If W 
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has dimension cn+ 1, different (zq,,..., u,,+~)E~.+~(M) and &E U,\U,-l 
may be constructed with dim U, 1 luo,,,., Un+,j = n + 1 and L(u,) < &(u,) > 
/i(u2)< *.*. This construction is completely analogous to the proof of 
Lemma 4.1 in [lo], part “(b) z- (a),” Case 2. 
So without loss of generality we assume dim W = n + 1. For each f~ W, 
let sr be the linear spline with knots to,..., t,, I interpolating f in these 
knots. Clearly X : = {sf 1 fo W} is an (n + l)-dimensional normed weak 
Haar space of continuous functions on an interval and contains an element 
with a strong oscillation of length 12 + 2. This, however, contradicts Zwick’s 
result [ 121 which states Lemma 1 for continuous functions defined on an 
interval. 
LEMMA 2. Let fo, f ,,..., f,, be a normed weak Markov system, 
PO:’ -007 Pnt2 : = 00, and f E U, with a strong oscillation of length n + 1 
in (P~,...,P~+~)E~“+~(M), and x,YEM~(P,,P,+~) for SOme 
v E (0, l,..., n + l} with f(x) = f(y). Then h(x) = h( y) holds for all h E U,. 
Proof: Otherwise for some E E R, f + Eh would have a strong oscillation 
of length n+2 or n+3 inp, ,..., p”,x, y,p,+, ,..., P,,+~ (n+2 if x<y<p, 
orPn+l<x<Y). 
LEMMA 3. Let fO, fi,..., fne F(M) be a nondegenerate normed weak 
Markov system. If f, is constant on a subset S c M, every f E U, is constant 
on S. 
Proof: For n = 0 and n = 1 the statement is trivial. Assume it holds for 
n - 120. There are 1, r E M with S c [I, r] for otherwise U1 would be 
degenerate. As U, _ 1 is nondegenerate there exists a g E U, _ i with a strong 
oscillation of length n in (t i ,..., t,)~d,(M) with t,<l and g(t,-l)<g(t,). 
By Lemma 1 g is increasing on A4 n [t,, co). Let u E S be fixed. Let so > 0 
such that 2 := g + Eofi has a strong oscillation of length in tl ,..., t,- 1, U, 
and g(t,-i)<g(u). There is a t,+IEMn(r, co) with b(~)<d(t,,+~), and b 
is constant on S by induction hypothesis. If there were f E U, and points 
x, yoS with f(x)#f(y) say x<y and f(x)>O>f(y) without loss of 
generality, g+ .zf would have a strong oscillation of length n + 2 in 
t, ,..., t, ~ 1, x, y, t, + i for small E > 0 in contradiction to Lemma 1. 
DEFINITION. For h E F(M) and a E A4, let the right-hand limit of h in a 
with respect to M be defined by M - lim, _ a+ h(x) = CI iff for every E > 0, 
there is a ZEM with a<z and [h(x)-a/ <E for all XE (a, z] nM. The 
left-hand limit is defined analogously. 
DEFINITION. Let fo, fi ,..,, fn E F(M) be a normed weak nondegenerate 
Markov system, and for a E M let 
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L,={xEMn(-co,a)lf,(y)#f,(x)forallyE(--,x)nM), 
R,= {x~Mn(a, ~0) Ifl(y)#fl(x)forally~(x, a)nM}, 
I, = sup L,, r,=infR,. 
Then the left and right relative derivatives (D-f)(a) and (D+f)(a) of 
f E U, in a E A4 with respect to fi are defined by 
f(&)-f(a) 
(D~f)(a)=fl(z,)-fl(a) 
if l,EL,andi,<a 
f(x) -f(a) 
=“-xliy- fl(x)-fl(a) 
otherwise 
and 
f(ra)-f(a) 
(D+f)(a)=fi(r~)-fi(a) 
if r,ER,anda<r, 
=M- lim f(x) -f(a) 
-rdra+ fi(X) -f1(a) 
otherwise, 
if the corresponding expressions exist. 
THEOREM 4. Let fO, fi ,..., f,, E F(M) be a nondegenerate normed weak 
Markov system. Then 
(a) forallaEMandfEU, thereexist (D+f)(a)and(D-f)(a); 
(b) D+fi,..., D,f” and D-f,,..., D _ f,, form nondegenerate normed 
weak Markov systems; 
(c) for P={xEMI (D+f)(x)#(D-f)(x) for some feU,> there 
exist strictly increasing mappings i, s with s E F(M) and i: P + [W\s(M) such 
that a nondegenerate normed weak Markov system 41 ,..., 4,, E F(s(M) u i(P)) 
is defined by 
4Ax) = (D+fJ(s- ‘(x)) for x~s(M) 
= (D-fJ(i-l(x)) for x E i(P), v = l,..., n. 
Proof: For n = 1, the statements are trivial. 
n-l*n>2. (a) Obviously we may restrict our attention to D +J 
For a<r,ER,, the statement is trivial. For a< r,$ R,, the statement 
follows from (D, f)(a)= (D+ f)(r,). Now let a= ra. Without loss of 
generality let fi be increasing, f(a) = fi(a) = 0 and f be nonnegative on 
MA (a, c) for a suitably chosen c E Mn (a, co). 
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We first suppose 
f(x) 
M-J:+ supfm= co. 
By induction hypothesis for every g E U, ~, there exists 
M- lim g(x) - s(a) 
r-a+ f,(x) . 
For all gE UnPl\{O} with g(a)=0 and xEMn(a, cc) with g(x)#O we 
have 
f(x) f(x) g(x) -=-.- 
fi(X) g(x) fib)' 
As U,-, is a nondegenerate weak Haar space there exist a g E U,- 1 and 
(t 1 ,..., t,) E d,(M) with t, = a and 
g( tJ = ( - 1 )“- i for i= l,..., n - 1 
=o for i=n. 
By Lemma 1 g is increasing on M n [a, co). By Lemma 2 there exists a 
do M n (a, cc) such that g is strictly increasing on M n [a, d]. By induc- 
tion hypothesis we have 
i?(X) M- lim - 
.+*+fl(x)20' 
thus 
M- lim supf$=co. 
X--rOf 
So for all E > 0, we have 
M- lim inf(gyE;(x)= -a. 
,X-a+ 
Thus, there is a t .+l~(a,a+4nMwith (g--f)(t,+l)<O<(g--f)(d). 
So for sufticiently small E > 0, g - .sf has a strong oscillation of length n + 2 
in t r,..., t,, r, d in contradiction to Lemma 1. Now suppose 
/I:= M-~m~:f~$!)<M-limsup~ =:y. 
1x x-a+ f,(x) 
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has a strong alternation of arbitrary length, a contradiction. 
(b) This part of the proof is completely analogous to the proof of 
Theorem 11.3(b) in [lo]. 
(c) We start with a lemma the proof of which is omitted since it is com- 
pletely analogous to the proof of Lemma 11.1 in [lo]: 
LEMMA 4. Let fO, f, ,..., f, E F(M) be a nondegenerate normed weak 
Markov system. Then for a, b E M, every f E U, is bounded on M n [a, b]. 
For every f E U,, D + f and D ~ f are piecewise monotone and bounded 
on every subset M n [a, b], a, b E M. So they are discontinuous in at most 
countably many points, and the set 
Pr:= {x~Ml(D+f)(x)Z(D-f)(x)) 
is countable for every f E U,. From P = P,, u Pf3 u . . . u Pfn follows that P 
is countable, say P = { pl, p2 ,... }. 
Let d E M be arbitrarily fixed, and s E F(M) be defined by 
s(x)=x+ f 2-O for x>d 
L) = 1 
PC t (4x1 
=x- f 2-” for xsd. 
u=l 
Pr E (.x4 
Thus s(M) has a “gap” of length 2 - ” left of each s( p,). Let i: P --f R be 
defined by 
i(x) = t@(x) + sup(( - co, s(x)) ns(M)}) for x E P. 
So i inserts one point in the middle of each “gap” left of an s(p”). So 
qS1 ,..., 4, are well defined. Suppose there exist a q5 E span {til ,..., d,}, 
corresponding to an f E U,, and (tl,..., t,+,)Ed.+,(s(M)ui(P)) with 
t-1)’ f(s-l(Ui))-f(S-‘(tl)) ,o 
fi(s-l(uj))-ffi(s-‘(tj)) 
if ties(M) 
(_l)jf(S-‘(Uj))-f(i-‘(tj)) ,o 
fi(s-‘(uj))-f(i-‘(tj)) 
if tjEi(P)forj= l,..., n+ 1. 
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As fi is monotone, the set of points in M corresponding to 
i t1, Ul ?...V 42 + 13 %+ 1 } contains at least n + 2 points forming a strong 
oscillation off, a contradiction to Lemma 1. 
For the proof of Theorem 3 we need the following result, which may be 
of some independent interest: 
LEMMA 5. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 4, every f E U, is absolutely 
continuous with respect o fi on Mn [a, b]. 
ProoJ: By Lemmas 1 and 4 every f E U, may be continuously extended 
to Rn (infM, sup&I). Now let f E U, and E:= Rn [a, b]. Because of 
Lemma 3 it is sufficient to show that 
f(Y)-f(x) 
q(x, y):= f1(y)-f*(x) 
is bounded for x, YE E with f,(x) # f,(y). For n 6 1, the statement is 
obvious. 
n-l*n. Suppose there exist (xk}pz 1, { yk}pz 1 in E with xk < y, 
and q(x,, yk) + co for k + co. As f is bounded (Lemma 4) we have 
fi(yk)-fi(xk)+O(k+ a). 
Without loss of generality let x = lim, _ m xk and y = lim, _ a, y,. As fi is 
monotone, say increasing, we have fi(x) = fi( y), so fi 1 cX,Y, nM is constant. 
By Lemma 3, the set [x, y] may be shrunk to one point, i.e., x= y. As 
U,- , is nondegenerate, there exist gE U,- 1 and t ,,..., t, E M with 
t1 < .. . < t, <x and g(t,) = ( - l)+j for i = l,..., n. Thus g is increasing on 
En(t,, co). Let E~>O be such that g:= ~+&ofiEU,-l has a strong 
oscillation in t 1 ,..., t,_ 1, x,and&t,_,)<&x).Thereisat,+,~Mn(x,co) 
with 2(x) < g(t, + 1). Let a be such that 3: = g - af has a strong oscillation 
in t 1T...y h and3(tt,-,)<~x)<~t,+,). 
For k sufficiently large, we have tn-l<Xk<Yk<tn+l> 
fern- 1) < min{f(xk)? .hk)> Q max{fbk), .fbk)} <3(&+ 1), and by induc- 
tion hypothesis 
.?t(Yk) -?txk) &f(yk) -ttxk) 
fi(yk) -fi(xk) =f,(yk)-fibk) - aq(xk’ yk)<o’ 
so j(xk) >f(yk). But then f has a Strong OSdatiOn Of length n + 2 in 
t t 1 ,--., n - 1 2 xk, Yk, tn+ 1. 
Proof of Theorem 3. For n = 0 the statement is trivial. 
n - 1 an. Let c$~,..., 4 be defined as in Theorem 4 and 
N : = s(M) u i(P). 
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Without loss of generality we assume that fi,..., fn are such that the 
induction hypothesis gives an integral representation (*) for d,,..., 4, 
directly, i.e., without an additional linear transformation. So there exists a 
strictly increasing h E F(N) such that, with J : = (inf h(N), sup h(N)), there 
exist increasing We,..., w, E C(J) and c E J such that $1 = 1 and 
~j(~)=jh(x’J-r?.~.~i,~‘dwj(tj)...dwZ(t2) for x~N,j=2,...,n. 
c c c 
Moreover, we make the induction hypothesis that h is “gap-preserving,” 
i.e., the gaps in N are transformed into corresponding gaps in h(N) of equal 
length. Let r1 = 1 and 
Tj(P) = I(; I;*. . . s,“-’ dwj(tj). . dwz(t*) for PEJ, j=2 ,..., n, 
so rj E C(J) and zjo h = dj for j = 2 ,..., n. For j = 0, l,..., n let uj E F(J) be 
defined by 
uj(x)=fi(s+X1(x)) for x E h(s(M)) 
=f,(i?oh-l(x)) for xEh(i(P)), 
Vj continuous on Jn h(N), and on every subinterval Q of J\h(N) let vi be 
constantly equal to its value in the left endpoint of Q. Clearly oO, u1 ,..., u, is 
a nondegenerate normed weak Markov system on J. 
From Lemma 5 follows that each UE V:= span{v,, ul,..., v,,} has the 
same continuity properties as u, . Let u1 = 0,. + j be the decomposition of u, 
where u,. E C(J) and j is a saltus function on J with j(c) = 0. Now let 
k E F(J) be defined by 
k(x)=x+ j(x) for XE J, 
and K:= (infk(J), supk(J)). 
For every g E F(J) which is piecewise monotone and bounded on every 
compact interval of J, and is left-or right-continuous wherever u1 is left-or 
right-continuous, let 2: K + II% be defined by: 
.dx) = dk ~ l(x)) for x E k(J), 
g linear on every subinterval of K\k(J), and g E C(K). So I&, 17, ,..., 6, exist 
and form a nondegenerate normed weak Markov system on K. Also, we 
note that for z E C(J), on every subinterval of flk(J), Z is constant, so 
dZ = 0. Recalling ti, wi E C(J) for i = 2 ,..., n and c = k(c) by definition of k, 
we thus get 
Zi( t) = j-y j-y . . . s,;‘.- ’ dGi( ti) . . * dt&( tz) for t E K and i = 2,..., n. 
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Besides, one checks that (D + Vj)(t) = f,(t) holds almost everywhere with 
respect o the measure induced by V,. So Lemma 5 yields 
ai(q)-e,(p)=~“~i(t)d~,(t) for p, qE Kand i= l,..., n, 
P 
and therefore 
vi(q)-ui(c) =S” j”. . . j”-’ dIGi(ti dG*(fJ &,(t,), 
(‘(’ ‘ 
i = l,..., n. 
For XE M we have L.(x) = (17~0 kohos)(x), i= 0, l,..., n, and setting 
r=kohos, we get 
gJx) := fi(x)-vi(c)= j'l.'l j".- jl'~'~~j(t,)...~~,(t,)~~,(t,), 
<' < c 
i=l n, ,...> 
i.e., an integral representation of the form (*). 
Proof of Corollary 3. If A has property (B), the restrictions of 
Dtfi,..., D+fn and D-f,,..., D _ f, to A form normed Markov systems 
(the argument is completely analogous to the one used for Theorem 11.3(c) 
in [lo]). Thus, in the proof of Theorem 3, the functions #1,..., 4, form a 
normed Markov system on s(A), and by induction hypothesis each 
wi 1 Ch osjCAJ is strictly increasing, i = 2 ,..., n. uO, u 1 ,..., u, for a normed Markov 
system on (ho s)(A), so u1 is strictly monotone. The same holds for 0, on 
r(M) = (k 0 h 0 s)(A). 
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